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What are 
Wikistories?



A collage of wiki 
content for the quick 

consumption of 
visual learners.



This is an early exploration to 
illustrate possibilities that will 
help to start the conversation.

These are not final decisions.



Motivation



Multiple motivations
● Visual format for phone users

● Quickly put together some key points 
of a topic 

● Create collection of topics in short 
format

● Find a way to share facts to back a 
conversation

● Quick overview of instructions/how to 
steps

● Explore a new format of content 
contribution and reuse



Let’s see some 
examples of how 

Wikistories can be 
useful



For Teachers
Creator for small 
audience

Goal: Spark interest 
to their students.

The teacher is preparing a lesson about dinosaurs. The Teacher 
creates and shares a story with their students combining images and 
interesting facts about 5 different dinosaurs from Wikipedia. Their 
students get excited before the lesson, and some jump to the wiki to 
learn more. The teacher is happy to see the students interest.

Considerations/questions:

● How and where can these stories be stored for others to use, or improve?
● Determining the process to separate wiki content from personal 

annotations that the teacher may need to add as part of the teaching 
process

● How can annotated stories be aligned with editorial practices for Wikimedia 
content?



The Teacher starts a new story 
and searches for a topic to add 
content about it.
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For the selected topic, the Teacher 
looks for an image from the Wikipedia 
article to add to the story.

Elements added can 
support additional 
adjustments
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The teacher adds a quote from 
the same article... DRA
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The Teacher can move around the 
page and select a part of the 
content.
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The teacher adds a note to provide context. The style and user 
icon differentiates personal content from wiki content.

(A new page 
for the story)

…
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Once the wikistory is completed, the Teacher shares it with 
their students.

(Shared with 
the students 
via email, blog 
post, chat 
message...)
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The Student views the story. They can access wiki-based items 
to see them in their context and learn more.

…
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Reaching the end of the story, students can react to provide 
feedback about their learning experience, and discover more 
wikistories.
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For Students
Consumer

Goal: Learn 
effectively without 
getting bored

After viewing a story about dinosaurs, the Student finds more of the 
recently created stories by their teacher and others. The Student 
discovers a story showcasing common misconceptions, and learns 
new facts. The Student shares the story in the family chat as an 
entertaining set of curiosities, also motivated by some inaccurate 
claims form a previous discussion there.

Considerations/questions:

● Discovery of more stories after viewing one will be dependent on factors 
such as .a central place where all stories can live, and ease of access to those 
stories



The Student finds an interesting 
story after completing the 
previous one the Teacher sent.
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The student shares the story 
pointing to a specific page about 
peppers in the family chat.

(This will use the native experience 
for sharing in each platform/app.)
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Traveler
Consumer/Creator

Goal: Learn to live 
an authentic 
experience and 
share it with others.

The Traveller is preparing a trip to Kerala, India and finds a story 
about South Indian cuisine that gets them excited about the trip, and 
prepared to order food once they arrive in Kerala for their summer 
trip. After their trip the Traveler creates their own story by selecting 
the dishes they actually tried in their trip and shares the story with 
family and friends. 

Considerations/questions:

● Discovery of stories will need to depend on flexible methods of search so 
that meaningful content on a variety of topics related to the destination can 
be found

● Enrichment of content based on personal experiences will require 
workflows for editorial support

● Vandalism, commercial content, and licensing can be a concern



 A traveler browses through a story available on Wikistory platform. 
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After finishing the trip, she 
decides to create a story based 
on her discovery. She uses an 
existing story instead of 
creating it from scratch. 

Story opens in editing mode.
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She updates the story title and 
the cover image.

Adds a new frame to add a 
dish.
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The editing toolbar lets her 
explore the original story 
article. She picks up a dish to 
add from there. 

Once ready, she publishes 
it. 
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Instructor
Creator for a large audience

Goal: Share their contents 
widely.

A chef, who is also a cooking instructor, regularly shares cooking 
recipes through different social media channels(Youtube, Instagram, 
Twitter...). The instructor creates a story with the steps to cook 
coconut rice. When adding text from the article the instructor can 
easily find the right image for it. Their audience discovers there is a 
new story from the instructor. 

Considerations/questions:

● Are there enough articles that follow a structured format that can be 
converted into an actionable sequence?

● Can structured formats be created or improved  for various kinds of 
instructional content so that non-story format editors can continue to 
contribute and provide alignment for stories?

● Sharing to social media or other channels will have to be a flexible and 
retain information on where it was sourced from (i.e. Wikimedia sites)

● Vandalism, commercial content, and licensing can be a concern
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For Exhibitions
Creator - External 
Org.

Goal: Generate 
interest in potential 
visitors.

The Museum Communication department creates a story to show the 
details of The Garden of Earthly Delights painting to promote a 
recent exhibition. The Museum shares the story on their social 
network channels and website, finding more stories about the 
exhibition. Wikipedia readers can also find the story as they view the 
picture on the Wikipedia article.

Considerations/questions:

● Connection with time-based events (exhibition) can make it topical or not 
always reusable

● Variety of content types can complicate the workflows
● Integration on multiple platforms: social, web, wiki.
● Commercial content, private interests, and licensing can be a concern



Museum creates a story and publishes 
it on website, social media. Story is 
also available on article page for 
Wikipedia readers. 
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In the end, a popup shows 
up with other story 
suggestions. 

A story icon is available for 
Wikipedia readers to view the 
story. DRA
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For Wikipedia Editors

On-Wiki creator

Goal: Create quality 
content

Can Wikistories be useful for Wikipedia Editors? We want to find 
out...

Considerations/questions:

● Alignment with content on Wikimedia sites
● Alignment with editorial workflows and policies both for text (e.g. Wikipedia 

articles) and media (Wikimedia Commons) content
● Capturing time-sensitive updates
● Handling editorial collaboration, conversations, disagreements
● Keeping track of updates and sharing feedback/gratitude
● Handling duplication, vandalism, forking
● Cross-references
● ...and many more open questions



The Wikipedia Editor creates a new story with some parts of the 
English Wikipedia article on Mars DRA
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Next steps
● Continue exploration

● Talk to experts - within and outside the Wikimedia Movement

● Formulate workflows and prototypes for research and feedback

● Finalize the concept for the first phase of this tool



THANK YOU


